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Courion Named Finalist in SC Magazine Europe Awards for Best Identity Management Solution 

Market Leading Identity Analytics and Intelligence Solution, Access Insight, Recognized 

WESTBOROUGH, Mass., March 31, 2015 — Courion®, the market leading provider of intelligent identity and access 
management (IAM) solutions, today announced that Access Insight®, the industry leading and award-winning Identity 
Analytics and Intelligence (IAI) solution, is nominated for a prestigious European security technology award.  

Access Insight is a finalist in the 2015 SC Magazine Europe Best Identity Management Solution category. The 2015 SC 
Magazine Europe awards honour professionals working to secure organizations of all sizes and the vendors that 
deliver innovative security technologies. The winners will be announced in London on 2nd June 2015.  
 
Access Insight applies custom risk analytics to massive amounts of identity and access data to dramatically improve 
how IT staff create, manage and terminate access rights for resources and how they identify and eliminate access risk. 
Access Insight provides a comprehensive, real-time view of the multi-dimensional relationships between identities, 
access rights, policies, resources and activities across the entire network. 

Chris Sullivan, vice president of EMEA Operations, said: “We’re delighted to be shortlisted for this important award. 
Industry analysts are increasingly recommending the use of identity analytics not only to improve the efficiency of day 
to day identity and governance operations, but also as a crucial tool in cyber security detection and deterrence 
strategy. Access Insight uncovers hidden access risks to be remediated that might otherwise lead to a data breach.” 

In January 2015, Courion was placed in the leaders quadrant in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Identity Governance 
and Administration (IGA). This is the tenth time Courion was placed in the leaders quadrant in a Gartner Magic 
Quadrant since 2007. Courion was also recognized as a leader in the recent KuppingerCole Leadership Compasses for 
Access Governance and Identity Provisioning. To learn more, contact infor@courion.com. 

About Courion 
Courion is the market leader in Identity and Access Management (IAM), from provisioning to governance to Identity 
and Access Intelligence (IAI). Many of the world’s largest enterprises and organisations rely on Courion’s solutions to 
confidently provide open and compliant access to thousands of employees while protecting critical company data and 
assets from unauthorised access. Courion has offices and operations in the USA, Europe, Middle East and Asia. To 
learn more about how you can add intelligent identity and access management solutions to your security controls, 
contact info@courion.com. 

For more information, please visit www.courion.com or follow twitter.com/courion, linkedin.com/Courion-
Corporation or http://blog.courion.com/. 

Courion is a registered trademark of Courion Corporation. All rights reserved. All other company and product names 
may be trademarks of their respective owners. 

 


